
MerCruiser optional DTS delivers digital precision and eliminates the need for a helm
controlled by cables. With DTS you get push button starting and smooth throttle action. DTS
improves the performance and control so much, you’ll think your boat has ESP. Shifting is
protected too – you can even shift into full reverse from full forward without causing damage.
And in twin-engine configurations, Auto Sync® delivers multiple helm capabilities in an 
easy-to-handle fashion that can only be delivered through DTS.

THE NEXT BEST THING TO TELEPATHIC CONTROL.
Our reputation for unsurpassed reliability, advanced technology and high performance stretches around the
world. To see that in action, look no further than our gas and diesel inboards. We offer a complete range of
applications, from Horizon gas inboards to innovative, power-packed Cummins MerCruiser Diesel products (visit
cmdmarine.com). Inboards are designed for long life and a low-maintenance boating experience. That’s why we
use quality materials like ceramic and stainless steel in the exhaust system and feature closed-cooling, top-
mounted starters and oil pans with better corrosion prevention, including three years of warranty with our
Horizon packages. All MPI inboard models offer optional DTS to ensure peak efficiency and performance – and
features like our exclusive Transmission Guardian deliver reliability like no other.

A POWERFUL COMBINATION OF 
PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE.

8.1S HO

8.1S HORIZON®

MX 6.2 MPI HORIZON

MX 6.2 MPI®

350 MAG MPI HORIZON

350 MAG MPI

5.7L

CUMMINS MERCRUISER DIESELS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MERCRUISER INBOARD MODELS, 

VISIT MERCURYMARINE.COM

496 MAG HO The 496 MAG HO represents 

the next generation of powerful, smart, virtually

maintenance-free engines from MerCruiser.

With PCM 555 built in, it’s SmartCraft ready so

you know performance is always at its best.

LOW-MAINTENANCE FEATURES

• Stainless steel exhaust system 

• Dry-joint exhaust design 

• Remote-mount oil filter 

• Optional air-activated 
single-point water drain 

• Extended 100/300-hour
maintenance intervals

SMART TOW™

The newest engine
control advancement from MerCruiser, 
the Smart Tow launch control brings the rider 
out of the water to reach a towing rpm that you
select with incredible precision and smoothness.
The best part is, now anyone can tow like a pro.

SYSTEMVIEW
SystemView conveniently categorizes the 

data into five categories – Propulsion, Vessel, Fuel
Management, Navigation and Maintenance and

Diagnostic. You can also customize the display to
cycle through the information outputs of your choice.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Horizon models are covered by a

three-year limited warranty. Boat
brands from manufacturers that are

Installation Quality Certified come standard with an

CLOSED-COOLING 
Closed-cooling works just like your car by cooling the
engine with a long-life glycol jacket. Unlike most other
engines that are cooled with seawater, this dramatically
reduces opportunities for corrosion to begin.

®


